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Abstract

The Met’s “object page” is the first touchpoint for over 70% of the visitors to its online collection. The user journey to this experience and throughout it has many permutations and goals. Users come from a variety of sources: search engines, social media, other websites, and are greatly diverse in their motivations and familiarity with art. The 450,000+ Object pages are a testament to the encyclopedic nature of The Met itself—offering a great breadth and depth of meticulously cultivated information and highlighting the connectivity of cultures and multiple interpretations of the objects it exhibits. The objects themselves span a dizzying array of media: painting, sculpture, manuscripts, jewelry, coins, tapestry, baseball cards, furniture, musical instruments, and more. A significant challenge clearly arises: how to display all of this ever-expanding information to tell the story of the artwork in a manner that is authentic, comprehensive, accessible, and inspiring to all users—whether academic or casual browsers—across devices. As museums try to define their existence in the digital space, how does the object page contribute in projecting The Met’s voice and expand its outreach beyond the museum’s walls. To achieve this end, the digital team at The Met conducted extensive qualitative and quantitative tests on the pages to gauge users’ online behavior, interests, expectations, and frustrations, across user segments and devices. The methods and tools used included web analytics, heatmaps, user testing (both remote and face-to-face), surveys, user interviews, and A/B testing. This paper will present the findings about the user expectations, preferences, and behaviors on the object page as well as a discussion of the benefits and challenges of the methods used to collect and analyze the data.
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Introduction

The Met’s online collection spans over 450,000 objects. These objects make up the bulk of The Met’s website and are also the first touchpoint for over 70% of the visitors to its online collection. The digital department at The Met has, therefore, been engaged in a continual process of research and iteration on these key pages.

The goals of this initiative were:

1. To understand the different types of users coming to the online collection and identify their browsing patterns, goals, and points of frustration.
2. Evolve the presentation of the object pages to be more accessible to each of the different audiences coming to the site, and to better encourage deeper exploration of the collection.

The team had a few tentative hypotheses at the outset—that the page was quite long, and the amount of scrolling involved might reduce engagement with elements further down the page; that the layout of the page relied too heavily on expandable accordions, which was suppressing imagery, audio content, and related articles that users might be
interested in (see initial design of the object page in Figure 1).

This paper presents the findings around the goals mentioned above, the future evolution of the page in response to these findings, as well as a discussion of the benefits and challenges of the methods used to collect and analyze the data.

![Figure 1: Initial layout of The Met object page (Desktop close up and full mobile view.)](image)

**Website User Experience Research in Museums**

Understanding who visits the museum website has been investigated both by researchers and practitioners, the latter with the immediate goal of improving their digital products and showing the impact of their initiatives. The majority of studies on museum website visitors have been quantitative, with the usage of web analytics as the main method to gather and analyze the data. Google Analytics is a widely used tool in the sector (Finnis, Chan & Clements, 2011; Moffat, 2017). Web analytics tools are inexpensive and collect a vast amount of “clickstream” data. However, these tools have some limitations. They collect people’s actions, but in many cases, need other information to understand the full picture of the user experience. Peacock and Brownbill (2007) proposed that museums move away from using Google Analytics as the default measuring tool and suggested other methods such as surveys, observations, usability testing or interviews with users to understand the whole experience. Kabassi’s (2017) comprehensive review of empirical and inspection methods applied in museums captures the variety of scope, depth, focus, and methodology, concluding on the importance of evaluation to improve the museum website. In a multifaceted evaluation approach, MacDonald (2015) proposes a rubric to assess online collections by using ten dimensions, such as interface usability, personalization, usefulness of metadata, openness, or visual aesthetics, among other aspects of the user experience. This holistic evaluation would require a diverse range of methods to collect the data.

Understanding websites, specifically online collection users, is becoming increasingly important for museums of all ranges to satisfy their users and provide engaging digital experiences. In one of the first in-depth studies of users’ information needs and expectations, Marty (2008) found that museum websites are part of people’s daily lives and that users expect museums to create unique online experiences different to the onsite visit. However, not all website users are the same, and this fact has led to the classification of users into groups based on specific variables to better satisfy
their needs. In 2009, John Falk provided a model that has become a well-known reference to understand why people come to museums and the context for meaning creation that results from the visit to the museum. Falk defines five types of motivations to visit a museum: explorer, facilitator, experience-seeker, professional hobbyist, and spiritual pilgrim. The analysis of motivation as a key factor that impacts the experience and defines user segments has been applied for museum websites (Filippini, Stein, & Bowman, 2012; Villaespesa & Stack, 2015; Romeo, 2016; Wambold & Spellerberg, 2018). There are similarities in the motivations identified across these research projects, with some of the key motivations including: researching (within formal and informal contexts), looking for something interesting, and planning a visit.

At The Met, we did a segmentation study with a focus just on the online collection users. Data was collected and analyzed from Google Analytics and online surveys. The six segments that resulted from the analysis are: professional researcher, personal interest information seeker, student researcher, inspiration seeker, casual browser, and visit planner (Villaespesa, 2017). Therefore, there are definitely two extremes in the users’ needs on the online collection: those who come to find in-depth resources for their research and those looking in a browsing mode for content—in many cases visual—that will inspire, surprise, or please them. Figure 2 shows the percentage of visits by user profile on both desktop and mobile devices. Balancing those different type of visits creates a challenge in the design of the object page.

![User profiles of the Online Collection on desktop and mobile devices (N= 2,2K survey responses, October 2018)](image)

**Methodology**

The evaluation and user research of redesigning the object page involved a mixed method approach, using both quantitative and qualitative research methods that complemented and informed each other. Due to our iterative approach, the user research and evaluation was not all conducted at the same time. We followed a practice where we improved elements of the page in stages. We focused on the overall experience of the object page and how information is displayed and consumed, gathering insights from several methods such as web analytics and user testing. At times, we targeted a specific feature of the page and collected data to evaluate current usage to test potential improvements through experiments with A/B testing. Table 1 shows a summary of the methods and tools used to redesign the object page. This section describes the data that was available from applying these methods to evaluate the object page along with advantages and challenges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web analytics</td>
<td>Google Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heatmaps and scrollmaps</td>
<td>Crazyegg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Web Analytics

Google Analytics reports website traffic metrics about how many people visited your website, including traffic characteristics, such as: sources, audience profile, user journeys, and content viewed (Clifton, 2010). Based on Google Analytics’ landings page report, we know that 70% of our online collection users land on the object page. This confirms why this entrance point is so important to create an excellent experience and website journey. A major advantage of this tool is that it provides a high volume of data for all website users allowing us to perform a very detailed analysis of user behavior. To take full advantage of this tool, advanced configuration is required. Therefore, Google Analytics was set up to gather data from specific user actions via event tracking (clicks on buttons or links to measure image downloads, usage of zoom options, clicks on related content, shares on social media, among other interactions).

Heatmaps, Scrollmaps, and Recordings

Heatmaps and scrollmaps are visual reports that aggregate the number of clicks and views of each element or section of the page. Based on the volume of clicks and impressions, the tool assigns colors to the components of the page. In our tool, the brighter the area, the more popular it is; the darker the area, the less popular it is (Crazyegg: Snapshots). These reports are helpful to analyze what users pay attention to and which content gets missed. We used this tool to see which were the interactive elements people click the most and also how far people scroll down on the page, both on desktop and mobile devices. For this purpose, we added recordings to the tool mix, which are videos of actual interactions with the website. Watching these videos provides insights into user journeys, scrolling patterns, where people spend time on the page and potential usability issues. While this information is critical to identify pain points, there are some limitations in the interpretation of users’ behavior which take us to the next method.

Usability Testing

In the past year, we have established an ongoing practice in our digital production process to conduct usability testing, either face to face or remotely. Usability testing is a method where participants are asked to perform a series of tasks while they “think aloud,” that is that they express their feelings, opinions, and impressions at the same time they are using the interface (Krug, 2010). We recruited for each test between five and ten participants from the museum galleries and via email which, on occasion, can be very time-consuming. To accelerate the process, we regularly make use of a remote user testing tool which returns fast results, although the main drawback is the inability to follow up on users’ actions or comments (Moran & Pernice, 2018; Usability.gov: Remote Testing).

For the redesign of the object page, we applied this method in each of the design stages to understand the current experience and test different prototype versions of the new design. We gauged the hierarchy of content on the object page from a user’s perspective and examined the types of actions users are typically performing on the page, along with any obstacles. Tasks ranged from open-ended activity, exploring the page to complete specific actions (such as zooming on the image), finding more information about an artwork, or consuming specific content, among other tasks.
The nature of the content on the object page presented a challenge to test qualitatively. Qualitative testing delivered the most tangible observations when users were asked to perform discrete tasks (e.g., asking users to enlarge the image, to listen to audio, or to find another artwork by the same artist). In these instances, one could observe the user going about the tasks and clearly identify obstacles they encountered (such as the language not being clear or the element in question not being noticeable enough). Similarly, asking users what content they thought a section would include, or where they thought a link might take them, provided us an idea of whether the language and visual signifiers currently on the page were clear enough.

However, a major part of increasing engagement on the page depended on finding out what content on the page a user found interesting or what related artwork they might be interested in exploring. This type of information was harder to meaningfully elicit. To try and gain a nuanced understanding of this, we made sure to test with a variety of user types: remote, platform-recruited testers were screened to accept testers with some degree of familiarity with art or museums. Interviewing visitors to the museum gave us an idea of how a more casual, visit-oriented user might interact with the page and reaching out to members (many of whom have been associated with the museum for several years), allowed us insight into the more seriously engaged, art-savvy demographic. Finally, we contacted researchers in the museum and asked them to recount the paths they took on the website while conducting their research, which surfaced some highly specific behaviors and points of interest. Casting a wide net allowed us to better gauge what different types of users might find most relevant, but it should be noted that a few dozen qualitative tests will only provide a small window into what is a vast ocean of concerns, interests, and motivations that bring visitors to these pages.

User testing is time-consuming to conduct. For more general explorations on the existing page as well as the successive prototypes, we conducted 10 interviews per round. (5 remote, 5 in-person). For more targeted inquiries on a particular section of the page (artwork details, related content, etc.), we conducted 5 tests per round, focusing on either remote or in-person users, depending on what user type we wanted to target for that round. This was found to be enough to furnish hypotheses that could then be A/B tested.

**A/B Testing**

As mentioned earlier, the redesign of this page was done in stages by looking at the big picture experience but also examining which small changes could improve user engagement with the page. For this purpose, A/B testing was a useful method to experiment with incremental changes to the page. This method consists of providing two or more versions of the page to users in order to measure which one performs better to accomplish your goal (Siroker, Koomen & Harshman, 2013). The advantage of using this method was that we were able to prove or invalidate our hypothesis of what would work on the page before developing and implementing the changes on the live site. However, challenges of this method lie in the selection of the success metric and in considering all the potential external variables that may impact the test result. Some examples of the questions we tried to answer with A/B testing were: If we add links on the tombstone of the artwork, would traffic increase to other content on the website? Would including promos to the store make sales go up? Which CTAs are better to get clicks on related content? Does exposing some features by default increase interaction?

**Results and Findings**

Turning now to the application of these methods, this section presents the key findings of the evaluation of the object page along with reflection on how these informed the new design of the page.

**Images Drive Engagement on the Page**

An unsurprising finding that we see in every one of our conducted user research studies, is that images drive engagement on the object page. From a quantitative perspective, Google Analytics and Heatmaps show that a
significant volume of clicks and interactions occur with visual content. Users enlarge the image, zoom into it to see the artwork details, and download it. Figure 3 shows the percentage of users of the online collection that interact with each of the elements on the page. Talking to users during user testing sessions and reading their comments from surveys, gave us more context and feedback about the images on the page and how much value they add to their online experience. Users want high-resolution images, and many of them considered it the most important element on the page. In the current design, people appreciate the large size and focal page treatment it receives, marking that as something to maintain and even enhance.

Figure 3: Percentage of online collection users that interact with each of the elements on the object page. (Source: Google Analytics September and October 2018. Segments were created based on clicks on each of the elements on the page, but it needs to be noted that not all the objects display the same content.)

In a more specific example of engagement with images, we learned from user testing sessions that users really enjoyed seeing more images about the same artwork including details, x-rays, and comparative objects that belong to other institutions. These images were hidden under an expandable “accordion” titled, “Additional images” that users had to click on to see all the images available for the artwork. We decided to expand this section of the page by default. The results were measured using event tracking and heatmaps and showed a significant increase in the interactions. The number of image clicks increased by 450% and the change in the total volume of interactions is very clear on the heatmaps, before and after this design change (Figures 4 and 5).

Crickey! That is good resolution, to be able to zoom in that far. I’ve never actually seen his paintings, really, that close. (User zooming into a Van Gogh painting)
One area where qualitative testing was particularly illuminating was in gauging how clear or confusing users found each of the sections on the page. Meaningful headings and clearly demarcated sections allow users to quickly and easily digest a page and zero in on things that are relevant to them (Nielsen, 2000). Often the language used on pages can reflect institutional or scholarly terminology and may be foreign to many users. As a result, this is misinterpreted or glossed over and causes them to miss content they would otherwise have been interested in (Loranger, 2017). During testing, users were asked to describe out loud what they thought each of the sections on the page were, without expanding or clicking on them. Afterward, they were asked to expand or click on the content, and asked whether the results matched what they had expected.
Ok, so I was wrong about ‘Catalog Entry,’ I thought it was more like . . . when you go to a library, each book is listed. [Here], it’s more like a full description of the painting.

The strongest case in point was in the Timeline of Art History (TOAH) section of the page. TOAH consists of visual essays that delve into the context of the artwork, background on the artist, the art style, time period, etc. Links to these essays are included in an expandable accordion on the page. Before the qualitative tests, a quick A/B test had also been run where this section was expanded by default, but with no measurable improvement. Our thinking was therefore that either most users were not interested in this content or that they were potentially interested but were not noticing it or did not know what it was.

![Timeline of Art History section on the object page](image)

When asked what they thought this section was about, most users did not display immediate clarity (even after the section was expanded, and they could see the links). The section was further divided into “essays” and “timelines,” which users did not understand the difference between and left others wondering if “essays” linked to essays that were written by the artist. It should be noted that after several seconds of (prompted) thought, most users did guess correctly that the section lead to more information about the artist, time period, etc. Our aim, of course, is that this information is communicated instantly and unprompted, through the design of the page. When asked to click in to one of the essays, most users exhibited great interest, even delight, leading us to conclude that this section should be given a greater amount of prominence on the page and be depicted to allow for better representation of the visual nature of the essays (to be demarcated more clearly from the other scholarly, text-heavy content around it), and be introduced through more accessible language, such as “About the artist,” “About the time period,” etc.

This says, ‘Essays’ and ‘Timelines.’ I’m not sure what the ‘Timelines’ mean. Are these his essays? Honestly, I’m not sure what these mean. Maybe these timelines are when he painted?

Besides The Timeline, other frequent terms of confusion were “Provenance,” “Catalog Entry,” “MetPublications” (which is a branded term unfamiliar to most outsiders), and even “Audio,” which several users were unable to immediately guess what exactly the audio might contain. Again, it should be stated that most users came to more or less accurate conclusions about the nature of the content eventually. The test made a strong case for having unambiguous and easily understandable terminology in order to allow users to quickly find pieces of content they may be interested in, without spending several seconds of cognitive overhead per section (Haile, 2014). It is doubly imperative for websites and institutions, that aim to educate, to be able to present information in a way that is inviting and accessible to diverse audiences and encourages exploration.
Layout and Information Hierarchy Affects the Visibility of Content

The current object page layout presents the information in a single column and because of the breadth and depth of content available, a lot of scrolling is required to view it all. Studies show that most users spend most of their time above and immediately below the fold (Fessenden, 2018). Scrollmaps of the object page show the same result, highlighting the importance of choosing which content is placed at the top of the page (Figure 7). Above the fold, the main image and images carousel are displayed with no indication for users that there is more content if they scroll down. Less than a quarter of the impressions happen below the accordion boxes, so related objects and categories are barely seen. On mobile, when the object text is long, users do not scroll down to view other content, missing in particular, the audio content which is relevant during their museum visit.

![Figure 7: Scrollmaps of the “Great Wave” page for desktop and mobile devices](image)

Observations during user interviews and analysis of click rates on page elements, suggested that the hierarchy of information presented on the page did not always best serve users’ interests and motivations. On the page, artwork details such as medium, date, accession number, dimensions, etc., were promoted above the text describing the artwork, yet many user segments (Personal Interest Seekers, Inspiration / Visual Seekers, and Casual Browsers) tended to scroll past the former and spend more time on the latter. Since the text of the artwork was far below the image, users would go up and down numerous times from the text to the image. Having the image side-by-side with the text could provide a
better reading experience as the user could see the artwork images while reading the text.

Similarly, the “categories” section on the page, which contains links to explore more works by the artist, from the time period, of the same material(s), etc., receives fewer clicks compared to the section below it—“Related Artwork.” An A/B test was performed to make the categories section stand out more visually and look more clickable, without any measurable improvement. During interviews, when asked to find works by the same artist, users tended to scroll up the page to the “tombstone” section (presumably where they had first encountered the artist name), rather than down to the categories. Based on this observation, we conducted an A/B test making some of the “tombstone” entries clickable across ten pages (Figure 8). “Artist” was the only term where the hyperlinked tombstone near the top of the page showed a significant increase in clicks over its counterpart further down the page (followed distantly by “medium” and “date”). Based on this test, clearly displayed hyperlinks could increase the click-through rate on the page by up to 2%, which translates to an approximately 52K increase in total page views per month on average. (Note: this does not account for users who may already be viewing works by the same artist through other routes, such as by initiating a search, so the actual increase in pageviews would presumably be lower.)

![Figure 8: Screenshot of the variation of the tombstone information where artist name, date, medium, and classification are clickable.](image)

When asked about other content they might be interested in, users mentioned works by the same artist or from the same art style, meaning works that were explicitly related to the work they had just seen, rather than generally related. Based on this observation and the related A/B tests mentioned above, it seems that suggesting general categories to explore might be more appropriate earlier on in the user journey, such as on the landing page for the collection, and more specific relations are more valuable on the object page.

Surfacing information that is not relevant to users can cause them to leave the page without exploring further. This is a particularly pressing concern for a page as long and as packed with information as the object page. At the same time, unlike professional researchers, who are motivated to seek out particular pieces of information relevant to them, users on the more casual/unfocused end of the spectrum are more likely to drop off before coming across something that is of interest to them. It should also be noted that a higher percentage of casual browsers are on mobile devices (40%, versus 14% for professional researchers), where page length is even more pronounced than on desktop.

It is hoped that by understanding and responding to how users are browsing and what they are looking for (and when), we can reduce drop off and encourage greater exploration of the collection than before.

Related Content Needs Context and Visibility
Users typically view on average 3-5 pages in the collection during their session, and a prime area of concern has been to encourage them to view more. The “related objects” section at the bottom of the page is not a very strong performer in terms of click rates, receiving clicks from about 3% of users. Some of this is presumably due to reasons of page length and hierarchy mentioned above, but a closer look at the data suggests that context is extremely important when it comes to related content. Objects that are part of well-known sets, such as *The Unicorn Tapestries*, and objects created by well-known artists (Monet, Van Gogh, etc.) that feature related objects by the same artist, see higher click rates on related objects, around 5-7%. It is also likely that more generalist audiences are accessing the more “popular” objects, and are more likely to explore relative to scholarly audiences who are known to use the site in a much more targeted manner. Except in the case of related objects by the same artist, where the connection was easily apparent, some users said they were not sure how exactly the works shown to them were related. Several users said (unprompted) that they would like to see other artwork from the same gallery, indicating that even online users often have a keen sense of the museum as a physical space and are more responsive to the kind of curatorial arrangement found in the latter rather than the algorithmic one.

*That’s not giving me a sense of why you’re showing me these other things. Is it artists of the same school, at the same time…?*

More tellingly, the related objects section did not actually receive a great amount of attention from users during interviews, even when prototypes were shown which specified the exact nature of the relation. Instead, they seemed more interested in related content that deepened their understanding of the artwork they had just looked at, such as the visual essays from the timeline, video content, and other multimedia features. The learnings were, therefore, not only that this kind of content should be surfaced prominently on the page but also that exploration of the collection is best facilitated by using context and narrative to introduce users to new works, rather than the conventional and e-commerce-like, “related objects” approach.

**Interaction with Content Increases with Clearer Labeling and Presentation**

The audio content section on the page provides the most pertinent example of the benefits of conducting both quantitative and qualitative testing on a digital product.

Initially, we were unsure whether users would be interested in listening to clips from the museum audio tour while on the object page. The team conducted an A/B test on five pages where the audio section remained expanded by default (Figure 9). On average, audio files on the variants received clicks from 5% of users, compared to 2% for the control pages. Emboldened by the test, a new UI was designed for the audio section, which did not need to be expanded (Figure 10). Audio play rates more than doubled, from around 300-500 plays a day to 700-1,000 plays (Figure 11).

![Figure 9: Audio content A/B Test. Left: Control; Right: Variation](image-url)
Ordinarily, such an increase in engagement would have signaled the successful conclusion of the intervention. However, qualitative studies indicated that there was still further room for improvement. When asked what they thought the audio section was, most participants found the titles of the audio clips confusing. (In most cases, the audio titles reflect the names of the audio tours the clips are part of or simply the name of the artwork repeated). Qualitative testing further confirmed that users found the audio interesting and relevant. The next design intervention in this section is to convey (more clearly) that users can expect to listen to curators and other experts talk in depth about the artwork and to de-emphasize the confusing audio titles.

**From Data to Design**

Based on these findings, the following design interventions were identified:

1. **Bringing Up Key Information Above the Fold**
The Temple of Dendur, completed by 10 BC

Egyptian temples were not simply houses for a cult image but also represented, in their design and decoration, a variety of religious and mythological concepts. One important symbolic aspect was based on the understanding of the temple as an image of the natural world as the Egyptians knew it. Living in the temple was an event of pagano and lotus plants that seem to grow from water, symbolized by figures of the Nile god, Hapy. The two columns on the porch rise toward the sky like tall bunches of pagano stalks with lotus blossoms bound with them. Above the gate and temple entrance are images of the sun disk flanked by the outspread wings of Horus, the sky god. The sky is also represented in the violin shapes contained in that.

By displaying imagery and descriptive information above the fold, it is hoped that users will instantly be presented with the information most relevant to them (more casual browsers in particular), who tend to be inclined towards the descriptive text more than the “tombstone” details. This will, in turn, reduce the amount of scrolling necessary to access the sections further down the page, potentially resulting in increased engagement with them as well.

2. Accessible Labeling

By labeling each section and feature for clarity, we expect users (especially more casual browsers) to be able to identify content that may be of potential interest to them more easily and quickly, reducing their likelihood of missing it. Expandable sections should ideally be labeled so that a user knows what they contain without having to expand them.
3. Building a Narrative

Figure 15: Tentative treatment for related artworks and stories

Figure 16: Tentative treatment for you may also like

Giving the user a clearer idea of what they will get out of the links presented on the page, and giving them more context as to how exactly they are related to the artwork they are viewing, has significant potential to improve engagement. Providing more of these details allows a user to build up a stronger sense of the narrative around a work and is more
likely to draw them in to explore further as opposed to more general associations.

Of course, this kind of narrative-building does come up against very real limitations of technology and institutional resources, but we are exploring how the digital collection might be augmented by processes and efforts already underway in other forms throughout the museum.

**Conclusion**

The digital team at The Met believes in delightful, functional, data-driven design and well-optimized user experience for all users. Likewise, high-quality content that the museum creates and owns, and a great reading experience are both cornerstones that support our belief that storytelling is really important in understanding our objects and their interpretation.

Undertaking this user research helped us to begin to optimize and improve the experience on the object page. The methodological approach taken was mixed as it adopted a combination of both quantitative and qualitative approaches. Quantitative tests proved very helpful when we had a specific hypothesis to prove or disprove. Qualitative tests were helpful for coming up with new hypotheses or to provide clues as to whether our existing hypotheses were sound or not. They helped further flesh out what users were thinking and why they behaved the way they did. Using both types of studies together were essential to gaining a holistic understanding of the people coming to the website.

This is not just the end in our process. As features and functionalities go live, we will continue our evaluation in order to display this ever-expanding information and to tell the story of the artwork in a manner that is authentic, comprehensive, accessible and inspiring to all users.
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